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Meet at 78 Cowgate – Tea and Coffee upon Arrival 9.30 10.00

Welcome and Introduction from David Leslie 10.00 10.10

Cowgate Development 10.10 10.35

Potterrow  Development 10.45 11.15

Deaconess Development 11.20 11.50

McDonald Road Development 12.00 12.30

Lunch at Pierre Victoire, 18 Eyre Place, EH3 5EP 12.45 13.55

Crewe Road South Development 14.10 14.40

Lyle Court Development 14.55 15.30

Return to Waverley Court 16.00
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The aim of the 2015 Annual Planning Committee Tour is to reflect on recently completed developments around Edinburgh and how they contribute to 

place-making. We will be visiting a variety of developments including student housing, mixed use developments, colonies style housing a hotel and 

‘assisted living’ accommodation. 

Place-making 

Place-making lies at the heart of all planning activities. It is a key consideration in assessing the appropriateness of new development.

Scottish Planning Policy states 

“planning should support development that is designed to a high-quality, which demonstrates the six qualities of successful place”. 

These are explained on the opposite page.

As part of the tour we will be asking you to score how well you think each development has been at achieving these six qualities and creating a successful 

sense of place.

Please fill in the scorecard for each development. You should give each site a score between 1 and 7, with 7 being excellent and 1 being very poor. At 

the end of the day we will provide some feedback on the highest scoring development.
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Six Qualities of a Successful Place

Distinctive 
Development that complements local 
features, for example landscapes, 
topography, ecology, skylines, spaces 
and scales, street and building forms, and 
materials to create places with a sense of 
identity.

Adaptable 
Development that can accommodate future 
changes of use because there is a mix of 
building densities, tenures and typologies 
where diverse but compatible uses can be 
integrated. It takes into account how people 
use places differently, for example depending 
on age, gender and degree of personal 
mobility and providing versatile greenspace.

Easy to Move Around and Beyond 
Development that considers place and the needs of people before the 
movement of motor vehicles. It could include using higher densities and 
a mix of uses that enhance accessibility by reducing reliance on private 
cars and prioritising sustainable and active travel choices, such as 
walking, cycling and public transport. It would include paths and routes 
which connect places directly and which are well-connected with the 
wider environment beyond the site boundary. This may include providing 
facilities that link different means of travel.

Resource Efficient 
Development that re-uses or shares existing resources, maximises efficiency of the use of resources through 
natural or technological means and prevents future resource depletion, for example by mitigating and 
adapting to climate change. This can mean denser development that shares infrastructure and amenity with 
adjacent sites. It could include siting development to take shelter from the prevailing wind; or orientating 
it to maximise solar gain. It could also include ensuring development can withstand more extreme weather, 
including prolonged wet or dry periods, by working with natural environmental processes such as using 
landscaping and natural shading to cool spaces in built areas during hotter periods and using sustainable 
drainage systems to conserve and enhance natural features whilst reducing the risk of flooding. It can 
include using durable materials for building and landscaping as well as low carbon technologies that manage 
heat and waste efficiently.

Safe and Pleasant 
This is development that is attractive to use because it provides a sense of security 
through encouraging activity. It does this by giving consideration to crime rates 
and providing a clear distinction between private and public space, by having 
doors that face on to the street creating active frontages, and by having windows 
that overlook well-lit streets, paths and open spaces to create natural surveillance. 
A pleasant, positive sense of place can be achieved by promoting visual quality, 
encouraging social and economic interaction and activity, and by considering the 
place before vehicle movement.

Welcoming 
Development that helps people to find their way around. This can be by providing or accentuating landmarks 
to create or improve views, it can be locating a distinctive work of art to mark places such as gateways, and it 
can include appropriate signage and distinctive lighting to improve safety and show off attractive buildings.
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Cowgate

History & Context
The Cowgate proposals involved the redevelopment of the site which was 
damaged by a fire in 2002. The £35 million mixed-use development included 
alterations to 1-3 Chambers Street, an extensive new build development 
comprising hotel, bar, restaurant, cafe, retail, commercial and nightclub uses 
and reconstruction of the existing single storey annex to 207 Cowgate. A new 
glazed bridge between the upper floors of the 259-bed Ibis Hotel provides an 
aerial perspective of Blair Street; this can be seen from within the complex as 
well as from the ‘al fresco’ courtyards linking the three streets.

• Scale of the building
• Natural Surveillance
• Active street frontage
• Design of Public Realm
• Mix of uses on the site
• Connectivity through site
• Disabled access



SPEAKER:

Colin Smith  Turley

Developer: SoCo
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Potterrow

History & Context
Planning Permission was granted in 2010 and comprised the redevelopment 
of a vacant 0.17 hectare site, in use as a temporary car park, situated on 
the corner of South College Street and Potterrow. The proposals were for 
the extension of the Festival Theatre to provide rehearsal and performance 
space (Class 11), commercial/office development (Class 2), and student 
accommodation for 146 students. The scheme was developed to work with a 
redesigned Potterrow street layout, as proposed in the university masterplan 
for George Square/Bristo Square.

• Use of materials
• Engagement with the street
• Mix of uses on the site
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SPEAKER:

Mark Sidgwick LDN Architects

Developer: EFT
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Deaconess

History & Context
This site, at 142-148 Pleasance, was a former 
NHS hospital building, built in 1894 and named 
Deaconess House. Following subsequent use 
as offices by NHS Lothian, planning permission 
was granted in 2012 for student housing. 
Redevelopment took the form of part conversion 
and part demolition of existing buildings in order 
to form student residential accommodation for 
318 students with associated ancillary uses and 
amenity spaces. 

• Link with local features/wider 
area

• Quality of materials

• Communal courtyard

• Safe and secure for residents

• Reuse of a listed building

• Disabled access
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SPEAKER:

Steven Black Jones Lang Lasalle

Developer: University of 
Edinburgh
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McDonald Road

History & Context
The site formerly accommodated Crawford’s bakery from 1930 to 1969. It 
became a cash-and-carry until 1989 and subsequently the Martin and Frost 
Furniture showroom with an open car park accessed from McDonald Road and 
six off street parking spaces accessed from McDonald Street.

The site is now a residential development of 67 units. This is split into a 
flatted block fronting McDonald Road which contains 30 residential units and 
37 colony-style houses across the remainder of the site. The main material 
used throughout the development is brick, with zinc, timber windows and 
stainless steel external staircases. Courtyard parking consisting of 11 spaces 
is provided to the rear of the flatted block and the on-street parking was re-
arranged to provide the new total of 44 spaces. 

• Use of materials

• Private amenity space

• Community 

• High density development

• Nearby public transport links

• Connection with wider area
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SPEAKER:

Craig Main EMA Architecture

Developer: Glencairn 
Properties
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Crewe Road South

History & Context
This site, at 140 Crewe Road South, was previously home to offices which 
were vacant for 10 years prior to approval of this application in 2013. The new 
development is a 120 bedroom hotel with leisure facilities consisting of a 
restaurant, bar and coffee shop, business facilities, function suite, health club 
and spa. In addition to this 267 car parking spaces are provided alongside 
motorcycle and bicycle parking provision. 

• Views of city centre

• Mix of Uses – active ground floor 

frontage

• Provision of local amenity for 

nearby community 

• Design of external space

• Location on main approach road
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SPEAKER:

Robert Dibden NLP Planning

Developer: De Vere 
Hotels and Leisure Ltd
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Lyle Court, Barnton Grove

History & Context
This development, approved in 2012, comprises the conversion of the 
Category ‘C’ listed former Barnton Hotel to 9 flats, and the creation of a 
new-build care home on the remainder of the site. The new-build element to 
the centre and east side of the site houses a 70 unit care home for the frail 
elderly (minimum age 70 years old for the main resident) over four floors. 
The converted building and the new build care home have their own vehicle 
access from Barnton Grove. The converted building has 9 car parking spaces 
with scope to add two further spaces should demand require this. The care 
home has 24 parking spaces and ambulance drop-off point.

• Reuse of listed building

• Private amenity space

• Links to wider community

• Connection with wider area 

• Assisted Living

• Mix of housing

• Design of rear courtyard

• Air Quality

• Nearby public transport links
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SPEAKER:

Steve Wiseman McCarthy & 
Stone

Developer: McCarthy & 
Stone
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